Green Waste Transfer Station (GWTS) Disposal Process
Situation:
On, 07/08/2018, Forest Lakes Owners Association (FLOA) & our Forest Lakes Fire
Chief Rodriguez were notified that the Green Waste refuse deposits located in the
GWTS site, now are required to be chipped to a 60/40% mixture. The 60% must be
comprised of totally solid natural resource wood products (ie; logs, trimmed tree
branches, and stumps no larger than 12-14” trunk diameter & the root ball free of any
dirt).
The 40%, or less, must be composed of deposited pine needles. This mixture shall be
created during chipping operations and then transported (removed) from our Forest
Lakes GWTS location. This business requirement shall be imposed on 07/11//2018, and
is effective immediately, with our US Forest Service approved contractor, Tri-Star
Services, the Green Waste removal business operations. The natural green waste
mixture requirement was mandated by the Nova Electric Power Plant management in
Snowflake, where the Forest Lakes GWTS product is delivered.
Solution: (So we can keep our GWTS “functionally” open for all Forest Lakes
appropriate users)
Effective on the GWTS opening on 07/11/2018, site attendants shall be assessing loads
being delivered to our GWTS location. It may occur that depending on the type of load
being delivered you shall be requested to unload your product onto either the 60%
(heavy) or 40% (lite) location(s).
It is recommended that, when potential GWTS users are clearing any Forest Lakes
property, you assess, depending on the volume of type product to be transported,
consider transporting individual load(s) of “Heavy” product and a separate load(s) “Lite”
product.
Please note that if the tree stumps are larger than the 14” diameter, as stated above,
they will have to be split in half so that the chipping machine operation can consume
them. Please also be aware that the GWTS operations shall not accept natural
deliveries that are loaded with dirt and rocks. Those two product(s) damage and
definitely would shut down chipping operations.
Since my last letter concerning Property clean-up, Thank You all for improving the large
reduction of non-natural products.
“Thank You” all for your support and understanding in this operational mandated
business change.
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